Cultural differences in the age-related positivity effect: Distinguishing between preference and effectiveness.
Prior studies have found mixed results regarding whether there are cultural differences in the age-related positivity effect, defined as older adults' showing a greater bias in cognitive processing for positively over negatively and neutrally valenced information relative to younger adults. This study attempted to address this controversy by examining visual attention toward culturally relevant versus irrelevant pictures that differed in valence among younger and older U.S. Americans and Hong Kong Chinese. Preferences (attentional biases toward particular valence) and effectiveness (whether the attentional biases are associated with better mood) were also distinguished. Findings revealed that regardless of cultural relevance of the pictures, older U.S. Americans showed more gaze preference for positive over negative pictures compared to their younger counterparts; this age difference was not found among Hong Kong Chinese. In contrast, older Hong Kong Chinese showed better mood as a function of more gaze preference for positive over negative pictures. Younger Hong Kong Chinese and younger and older U.S. Americans did not show this association. The results suggest that an age-related positivity effect exists at the preference level for U.S. Americans but at the effectiveness level for Chinese. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).